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, BMI/Pink-Cam Music, ASCAP/Young Money Publishing,. ASCAP) . I used the following expression and example in my example. REGEXP_SUBSTR(text, '(?' +REGEXP_EXTRACT(text,'(\d+)')+' ')'+';' ) I want to replace each of those substrings with blank. However, it would be ideal to include a blank only at the beginning of the string and
not any other substring. i.e, I want to replace the following string BMi,D Daddy,ASCAP/Famous,ASCAP/Harper Daddys Cow Publishing,ASCAP/Money Publishing. with BMi,D Daddy,ASCAP; But not BMi,D Daddy,ASCAP,ASCAP/Famous,ASCAP/Harper Daddys Cow Publishing,ASCAP/Money Publishing. Can anybody help me? A: An
alternative would be to use a combination of REGEXP_REPLACE and REGEXP_SUBSTR: SELECT REGEXP_REPLACE(text, ';' + REPEAT('([^;]+)', EXTRACT(REGEXP_EXTRACT(text, '(?
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If possible, I would want the output in the following format. Word 2013, New Format Word 2007 (currently) Word for web based, as far as possible Any help on how I can do this is appreciated. Thanks in advance. A: This is really hard to do in Word. Given this document (I renamed it foo.docx to be usable): I used a VBA macro to search for Find
All occurrences of the term "Foo" in each paragraph of the document (using as delimiters) and rewrites the contents of the paragraph using and the replacement text (don't forget that a paragraph is composed of two lines!): Option Explicit Private Sub GetWordsOfText() Dim Rng As Range Set Rng = ActiveDocument.Range 'the range the search
Rng.Characters.Text = "Foo" 'add all the word occurrences With Rng.Find .Text = "" .Replacement.Text = "" .Wrap = wdFindStop .Forward = True .Format = True .MatchCase = False .MatchWholeWord = False .MatchAllWordForms = False .Replacement.Font.ColorIndex = wdRed .Replacement.Font.Underline = wdUnderlineSingle .Execute
Replace:=wdReplaceAll End With 'change the text to paragraph Rng.MoveEnd wdParagraph End Sub This is the output in foo.docx after running the macro: By the way, this was the final result I got with it in Word 2010 (I have not tried in 2007): New things for Word 2013 are: Search for Search for the search term, instead of the entire text; also,
you can use the Hyperlink menu to navigate to 3e33713323
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